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Active is: Anticipating what’s ahead

In our mid-year outlook, trade and politics are top challenges
by Neil Dwane | 10/06/2019



Summary
After a strong start to 2019, the markets abruptly turned volatile. The global economy looks increasingly
fragmented, and our mid-year outlook calls for more unease over trade tensions and politics. While there
are no easy answers, we suggest investors focus on ESG, hunt for income and invest actively.
Key takeaways

US-China tensions could hurt the stocks of large American tech firms that were already
under fire for privacy issues, but cyber-security and defence stocks may benefit from rising
geopolitical hostilities
With political uncertainty high, investors might consider pivoting towards incomegenerating investments – but with low to negative yields on many bonds and cash, the
biggest risk is still to take no risk
Use ESG factors to help manage risk and drive performance potential; sustainability is
becoming increasingly mainstream for a reason
Take an active approach to investing: watch out for high-priced assets and take contrarian
positions when attractive valuations can be found

At the halfway mark, volatility persists amid fragile global growth
Investors began 2019 cheering the global rally in risk assets that followed a dramatic late-2018 market plunge. The tough fourth quarter caused the US Federal
Reserve (Fed) to stop raising interest rates despite a relatively strong US economy, aligning the Fed more closely with other major central banks that are still
keeping rates low.
However, as 2019 progressed, the markets turned volatile in the face of a fragmented economic environment with multiple pain points:
Investors are caught in the disruptive fire of the US-China trade war, which is turning into a "tech cold war" that threatens to disrupt global supply chains.
Europe is still vulnerable to Brexit uncertainty, and recent parliamentary election results may slow the European Union’s ability to make critical decisions.
The US is continuing along its late-cycle path with growth stuck at less than 2% and rising expectations of a recession in 2020. Moreover, policy uncertainty
related to the upcoming presidential election could create market headwinds.
Against this backdrop, we are closely watching the themes that will likely drive markets, regions and investors’ decisions throughout the remainder of 2019.

Key investment themes at the halfway point of 2019
With the Fed on hold, will the dollar slide if the debt ceiling lifts?
The Fed made a surprise U-turn to its monetary policy at the end of January. Instead of hiking rates further, as expected, the central bank put future rate hikes on
hold. The market is even pricing in two rate cuts by the end of 2019 and four by the end of 2020. This shift in US monetary policy may ultimately weigh on the US
dollar, especially if the US debt ceiling is increased this autumn against a backdrop of looser monetary policy. But general political uncertainty and ongoing
easing by non-US central banks will likely prevent the dollar from falling further.

With the Fed on hold, will the dollar slide if the debt ceiling lifts?
The Fed made a surprise U-turn to its monetary policy at the end of January. Instead of hiking rates further, as expected, the central bank put future rate hikes on
hold. The market is even pricing in two rate cuts by the end of 2019 and four by the end of 2020. This shift in US monetary policy may ultimately weigh on the US
dollar, especially if the US debt ceiling is increased this autumn against a backdrop of looser monetary policy. But general political uncertainty and ongoing
easing by non-US central banks will likely prevent the dollar from falling further.
Takeaways for investors
Interest rates now seem likely to remain lower for longer. With the market already pricing in several rate cuts, investors should expect continued low returns
for traditional bonds – though they may be an attractive defensive option if recession risks rise.
We believe the US dollar is likely to peak in value sometime during the second half of 2019; this may offer some relief to emerging-market assets in
particular.

Polarised politics could mean higher volatility
Political incumbents around the world are feeling pressure to move away from the political centre on issues such as economic inequality and immigration. Yet
markets have largely stayed calmer than expected about politics because of the difficulty of anticipating policy changes. That said, some geopolitical shifts are
having direct effects on markets – for example, US pressure on Iran is raising oil prices, which is hurting consumer spending. This supports our view that all
investors, particularly those focused on emerging markets, can benefit from an active asset-management approach and considered analysis of political risks.
Takeaways for investors
With political uncertainty high, investors might consider pivoting towards income-generating investments and away from “riskier”, more volatile asset
classes.
Political events are hard to anticipate, but populism has been rising and politics are getting more polarised; an active approach may help make investment
risks more clear.

A “tech cold war” could rage for years
Amid heightened trade tensions between the US and China, President Donald Trump has fired the first volleys in a tech cold war by targeting Chinese corporations
for trade practices that many describe as unfair. Supply chains could be disrupted if countries are forced to choose between Chinese and American tech
ecosystems while the two superpowers vie for leadership in big data and artificial intelligence.
Takeaways for investors
The tech cold war could undo the globalised low-cost, high-margin supply chains of many US and Asian tech companies.
With large American tech firms already under fire for privacy issues, new US-China tensions could cause their valuations and expected returns to decline.
Cyber-security and defence stocks may benefit from rising geopolitical hostilities.
With nearly every industry attempting to use technology to its advantage, investors will need to employ active, rigorous research as they aim to separate
winners from losers.

Sustainability is a driver of long-term returns
Sustainability has quickly become a key area of focus for investors – and for good reason. In the light of increasing pressure from activists and investors,
boardroom agendas are increasingly reflecting topics such as climate change, higher governance standards and board diversity. Companies that manage these
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors well are better able to strengthen their competitive positions. We believe investors should examine ESG
factors for a critical layer of insight, aiming to identify key risks and opportunities that are not yet fully reflected in prices. This can have a direct effect on riskadjusted returns.
Takeaways for investors
Done well, sustainable investing is about managing risks and improving performance. This is what drives our “integrated ESG” approach. In a systematic and
disciplined way, we incorporate ESG factors into our existing investment processes, using our proprietary ESG research and the deep knowledge of our
portfolio managers and analysts.
We are also active stewards of the companies we own. We engage with companies with low ratings to help improve performance rather than exclude them
outright.

Sustainability can mean many things – clarity is key
Investors can pursue sustainable investments in multiple ways, from integrating ESG factors into all investment decisions to investing with a specific societal impact
in mind. This graphic shows how our offerings sit across the spectrum of sustainable investing capabilities.
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Source: Allianz Global Investors.
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Investment implications
1

“Riskier” assets may hold up as long as recession risks – or trade threats and retaliation – are contained. But if economic data start to deteriorate,
government bonds may be an attractive option, despite low yields.

2

Take an active approach to investing: watch out for high-priced assets and take contrarian positions when attractive valuations can be found.

3

“Use ESG factors to help manage risk and drive performance; sustainability is becoming increasingly mainstream for a reason.

4

With returns on “safe” cash assets stuck at low or even negative levels, the biggest risk is still to take no risk.

Put insights into action in your region



Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate and investors may not get back the principal invested. There is no guarantee that actively managed
investments will outperform the broader market. Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) strategies consider factors beyond traditional financial information to select securities or
eliminate exposure which could result in relative investment performance deviating from other strategies or broad market benchmarks. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance. This is a marketing communication. It is for informational purposes only. This document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any
security and shall not be deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security.
The views and opinions expressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of publication. Certain data used are derived
from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of the data is not guaranteed and no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from their
use. The duplication, publication, extraction or transmission of the contents, irrespective of the form, is not permitted.
This material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authorities. In mainland China, it is used only as supporting material to the offshore investment products offered by commercial banks
under the Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors scheme pursuant to applicable rules and regulations. This communication's sole purpose is to inform and does not under any circumstance
constitute promotion or publicity of Allianz Global Investors products and/or services in Colombia or to Colombian residents pursuant to part 4 of Decree 2555 of 2010. This communication
does not in any way aim to directly or indirectly initiate the purchase of a product or the provision of a service offered by Allianz Global Investors. Via reception of his document, each resident
in Colombia acknowledges and accepts to have contacted Allianz Global Investors via their own initiative and that the communication under no circumstances does not arise from any
promotional or marketing activities carried out by Allianz Global Investors. Colombian residents accept that accessing any type of social network page of Allianz Global Investors is done under
their own responsibility and initiative and are aware that they may access specific information on the products and services of Allianz Global Investors. This communication is strictly private
and confidential and may not be reproduced. This communication does not constitute a public offer of securities in Colombia pursuant to the public offer regulation set forth in Decree 2555 of
2010. This communication and the information provided herein should not be considered a solicitation or an offer by Allianz Global Investors or its affiliates to provide any financial products
in Panama, Peru, and Uruguay.
This document is being distributed by the following Allianz Global Investors companies: Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC, an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission; Allianz Global Investors Distributors LLC, distributor registered with FINRA, is affiliated with Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC; Allianz Global Investors GmbH, an
investment company in Germany, authorized by the German Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); Allianz Global Investors (Schweiz) AG, licensed by FINMA (www.finma.ch)
for distribution and by OAKBV (Oberaufsichtskommission berufliche Vorsorge) for asset management related to occupational pensions in Switzerland; Allianz Global Investors Asia Pacific Ltd.,
licensed by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission; Allianz Global Investors Singapore Ltd., regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore [Company Registration No.
199907169Z]; Allianz Global Investors Japan Co., Ltd., registered in Japan as a Financial Instruments Business Operator [Registered No. The Director of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial
Instruments Business Operator), No. 424, Member of Japan Investment Advisers Association and Investment Trust Association, Japan];and Allianz Global Investors Taiwan Ltd., licensed by
Financial Supervisory Commission in Taiwan.
869015

199907169Z]; Allianz Global Investors Japan Co., Ltd., registered in Japan as a Financial Instruments Business Operator [Registered No. The Director of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial
Instruments Business Operator), No. 424, Member of Japan Investment Advisers Association and Investment Trust Association, Japan];and Allianz Global Investors Taiwan Ltd., licensed by
Financial Supervisory Commission in Taiwan.
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